Applying spectral theory, we proved that a linear lattice is continuous if and only if it is semicontinuous and uniformly complete. In this paper we give another proof without use of spectral theory.
Let L be a linear lattice. A sequence of elements xv e L (v= 1, 2, • • •) is called a uniform Cauchy sequence if there is a e L such that for any e>0 we can find v0 for which |x"-xv|^e|a| for p,, v^v0. L is said to be uniformly complete if every uniform Cauchy sequence is convergent. We can easily prove that every uniformly complete linear lattice is Archimedean, as done in [1] .
A linear lattice L is said to be semicontinuous if every element x e Lis normalable, i.e. if {x}1 is a normal manifold for any x eL. In [1] we proved the Theorem. A linear lattice is continuous if and only if it is semicontinuous and uniformly complete.
We used spectral theory to prove it. In this paper we will give another proof without use of spectral theory.
Let L be a linear lattice. If L is continuous, then L is semicontinuous by Theorem 6.15 of [2] and uniformly complete by Theorem 3.3 of [2] . Thus we will prove the converse.
We suppose that L is semicontinuous and uniformly complete. First we prove that if a sequence 0_^xvtiLi is bounded, then there is z e L such that Since L is Archimedean, lim^oe (l//a)x1=0, and we obtain y^.z. Therefore L is continuous by definition.
